Roll Models
Tadashi Tokieda
To Ed Spiegel
Abstract. These notes attempt a case study of applied mathematics for beginning students
via problems of rolling. They do so by pointing out diverse surprising phenomena, many of
which the reader can try at home, modeling them, and testing the limits of these models.
One message is that rolling, because it tightly coordinates different modes of motion, tends
to be more exactly solvable than meets the eye. Another message is that the thrill of applied
mathematics is not in how difficult the mathematics is, but rather in what diversity of surprises
in one’s own experience one can discover, then understand.

1. WHICH WAY WILL IT ROLL? I lay a cylinder on a sheet of paper. I pull the sheet from under the
cylinder, briskly or gently. When the sheet is pulled
out, which way will the cylinder roll?1 There are two
schools of thought.
(i) It will roll toward me, because of the momentum
I imparted to it by pulling.
(ii) It will roll away from me, because while pulling, I induce a spin on the cylinder
and this spin is such as to make it roll away.
Problem 1. Make a guess. Have you made a guess? Now try the experiment.
Have you tried the experiment? Please do. It takes mere seconds. It is by devising and trying
such experiments, physical or mathematical, that one begins to find one’s own things, instead of
remaining a spectator, in applied mathematics.
You will find that the cylinder does not roll off either way. It stops dead.

Why did the competing effects (i) and (ii) cancel exactly? Did they telephone each
other before the experiment and secretly agree to cancel? Our reflex may be to plunge
into a calculation which, if on auto-pilot, will likely refer to the center of the cylinder’s
cross-section. A smarter approach is to think around the cylinder’s point of contact
with the sheet/floor.
Initially the angular momentum was 0, for all was at
rest. If the cylinder ends up rolling leftward [resp. rightward], then it will have an anti-clockwise [resp. clockwise]
angular momentum around the point of contact, so angular momentum has to be supplied from the outside. Gravity
has zero torque around the point of contact. The only other

http://dx.doi.org/10.4169/amer.math.monthly.120.03.265
MSC: Primary 70F25, Secondary 00A69
1 I learnt this trick from D. MacKay. It is discussed in [6].
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force is that of my pulling, but this force, passing through the point of contact, has zero
torque around it also. Consequently there is no supply of angular momentum and the
cylinder cannot roll off.
Problem 2. What happens if the sheet is thick? Explain why the outcome depends only on the
sheet’s thickness and not on how vigorously I pull out the sheet.

Problem 3. A thread is drawn out of a spool, from underneath. When you tug on the thread,
which way will the spool roll?
You can control which way by adjusting the angle of the thread. (Non angeli, sed anguli.) In
particular, there is a critical angle at which the spool skids on the spot.

Generalize the experiment. Lay a beach ball on a broad, flat newspaper. You and
your friends grab the corners of the newspaper and slide it hither and thither, any way,
always keeping it horizontal. In response the ball goes crazy, but when you stop, it
too stops.
2. ROLLING CONSTRAINT. Let us now mathematically nail down the pivotal
concept of these notes—what it means for one body to be rolling on another.
Two bodies are in rolling contact ⇐⇒
their relative velocity at the point of contact is 0.
(Nonzero relative velocity means they are slipping on each other.)
Problem 4. Three circles are welded together. The middle circle is on a rail and advances by rolling 1 turn.
So the length of the rail is equal to the middle circle’s
circumference. At the same time, the inner and outer
circles, which have different circumferences, have traced
the same length of the rail. How come?
The inner [resp. outer] circle is slipping forward [resp. backward], not rolling. On a forwardtraveling train, at every instant there exist parts that are traveling backward. Which?
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I call attention to an analogue in fluid mechanics, namely the no-slip condition along
solid boundaries for a viscous flow. Along a solid, the fluid rolls, vorticity is generated2
and forms a boundary layer, which eventually separates (detaches) from the solid and
spreads turbulence in the flow. We shall see that, despite its innocuous appearence,
the rolling condition/contact/constraint is responsible for a wealth of counter-intuitive
phenomena in classical mechanics.3
3. CONSERVED QUANTITIES. Seasoned applied mathematicians do not begin
solving a given problem right away. First, they exploit conserved quantities to cut
down the problem, and only afterward, if any problem is left to solve at all, do they set
about solving it.
Conserved quantities are also known as ‘first integrals’ or ‘integrals of motion’.
These terms are relics of an era when solving a problem was interpreted as computing
the solution to some differential equation—if the differential equation was of nth order,
one had to ‘integrate’ it n times to spell out the solution. A conserved quantity helps
to cut down the complexity of the problem, which is like decreasing n to n − 1, a ‘first
integral’.
The discovery of a conserved quantity in a class of problems should be an occasion
for celebration. You have partially solved, in one go, infinitely many problems of that
class. Some name it a ‘law of nature’.
3.1. Bowling across a turntable. A turntable is revolving at constant angular speed.
The turntable and the rest of the floor are level
and the gap between them is negligible. Roll a
ball toward the turntable. While the ball is on
the floor, it follows a straight trajectory. When it enters the turntable, its trajectory is
deflected in some weird way. Eventually it exits the turntable and continues on the
floor, along some trajectory. Thus we have a
scattering operator S : incoming trajectory 7 −→ outgoing trajectory.
What is this S? In a less abstract language, how does the turntable deflect the trajectory
of the ball?
Theorem 1. Under the condition that the ball keeps rolling on the
turntable, S = id.
That is, the ball goes out on the exact prolongation of the line along
which it came in, as if it did not feel the turntable.4
3.2. A more general problem. Let us
suppose the floor is deforming in an arbitrary manner (but all deformations are
along the horizontal direction only) and
roll on it a ball of radius a, mass m, moment of inertia b
I ma 2 . This way of writing
2 Hold a pen between your palms then slide one palm over the other. The pen spins. That is vorticity, curl
of the palm velocity.
3 Rolling is the extreme, therefore the cleanest, example of nonholonomic constraints. Experts treat ‘nonholonomic constraint’ as something special. The phrase is like saying ‘non-Drosophila biology’. A scholarly
treatment of nonholonomic mechanics, including a variational principle, is in [1, ch. XXIV].
4 Theorem 1 is due to [6]. Apparently the generalization and its analysis below are not in the literature.
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the moment of inertia renders the coefficient b
I dimensionless. A standard calculation
tells
(
2/3 for a spherical shell
b
I =
2/5 for a solid ball.
For other distributions of mass, b
I takes other values. In any case we always assume a
rotationally symmetric distribution.
Aside. 2/5 is worth remembering. The integer 7 = 2 + 5 seldom appears in mechanics, and when it does, it is often this 2/5 in disguise.
We work with the horizontal components of various vectors, introducing the complex notation
ζ = x + iy = position of the ball’s center.
Likewise, any vector will be represented by a complex number whose real and imaginary parts are the x- and y-components of that vector. Write
ω = angular velocity around the ball’s center
R = floor’s reaction force at the point of contact
F = external force acting on the ball’s center

V (t, ζ ) = floor’s deformation velocity at instant t, position ζ
where ω = ωx + iω y , and ωx , ω y are the x-, y-components of the angular velocity, etc.
Problem 5. What, in complex notation, is the torque around the ball’s center due to R?


   

0
Rx
a Ry
 0  ×  R y  = −a Rx 
−a
Rz
0

←→

a R y − ia Rx = −ia(Rx + iR y ) = −ia R,

i.e. taking the torque reduces to multiplying by −ia. We notice that the vertical component Rz
has disappeared from the calculation.

In this notation, here are the equations that govern the dynamics: the rate of change
of linear momentum, the rate of change of angular momentum, and the rolling constraint.5


d
d
m ζ = R+F
(1)
dt
dt
d b 2 
I ma ω = −ia R
(2)
dt
d
ζ + iωa = V
(3)
dt
5 ‘What
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(1) is self-explanatory and (2) has been explained in Problem 5. (3) expresses that at
the point of contact the ball’s velocity matches the floor’s velocity. Indeed, the ball’s
center has velocity dtd ζ while its point of contact has velocity iωa with respect to the
center,6 so the sum gives the overall velocity of the ball’s point of contact.7
Etiquette. Do we believe we can solve these equations? When faced with any system of equations, we should automatically do a degree-of-freedom counting. We have
3 independent unknowns ζ, ω, R, and 3 equations which are presumably independent (they indeed are). Hence the system is neither underdetermined (which would
have been the case if ]unknowns > ]equations) nor overdetermined (]unknowns <
]equations); we have the right amount of information to determine the unknowns
from the equations. In linear algebra this counting is formalized as rank + nullity =
dimension.
Eliminate R between (1) and (2), then couple the result to (3) to eliminate ω, and
2
I dtd V = F/m, whence
obtain (1 + b
I ) dtd 2 ζ − b


t
Z t
b
d
I
1
F
ζ (τ ) −
V (τ, ζ (τ )) =
dτ.
dτ
1+b
I
1+b
I 0 m
0

(4)

In particular, when no external force is acting F = 0, we conclude that
b
d
I
ζ (t) −
V (t, ζ (t)) is conserved.
dt
1+b
I

(5)

The conserved quantity (5) we have discovered is remarkable: it does not correspond
to any obvious symmetry.
Tip. The method—eliminating the reaction, then coupling to rolling to obtain an equation either in the velocity alone or in the angular velocity alone—is a trick of the trade
in rolling problems. The rolling constraint is the feedback between the velocity and
the angular velocity. The obtained equation often gives a periodic motion.
3.3. Back on the turntable. A turntable revolving at constant
angular speed  is modeled by V (t, ζ ) = iζ , F = 0. Write
b
I
i = κ. The solution to (4) is
1+b
I
d
d
ζ (0)
ζ (0) κt
+ dt
e .
ζ (t) = ζ (0) − dt
κ }
|
{z κ }
| {z
center

(6)

radius

Since κ in the exponent is pure imaginary, this describes a circular motion. Outside
the turntable V = 0 so, evaluating (5) just before the ball enters and just after it exits
the turntable, we get dtd ζ (out) = dtd ζ (in), which means that the outgoing trajectory is
parallel to the incoming trajectory. These trajectories are joined by a circular arc (6) on
the turntable, and moreover the motion has a time-reversal symmetry.8 These compel
the conclusion of Theorem 1.
6 Multiplication by +ia rather than by −ia, because this time the vector product is taken in the opposite
order, angular velocity × radius.
7 They are written around the ball’s center. I recommend the yoga of rethinking all these around the point
of contact. Look up and use the parallel-axes theorem.
8 Do not forget to reverse  → − when reversing t → −t.
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Association. The dynamics of a ball rolling on a turntable is isomorphic to that of a
charged particle in a constant electromagnetic field, modulo relabeling
ζ ' v,

κ
qB
'
,
i
m

d
qE
ζ (0) − κζ (0) '
dt
m

which transforms (5) into m dtd v = q(E + iBv), the equation of motion subject to the
Lorentz force. This is the component in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field;
the parallel component decouples and merely adds a uniformly accelerated motion.

Problem 6. How will the ball roll if we tilt the turntable?
Tilting amounts to a constant F in (4). Write
ζ (t) = ζ (0) −

d
ζ (0)
dt

κ

1
F/m
1+b
I

λ
− 2 +
κ

= λ. We find

d
ζ (0)
dt

κ

λ
+ 2
κ

!
eκt −

λ
t.
κ

The direction of the last term is perpendicular to that of F. The circle drifts horizontally, though
gravity is pulling the ball downhill. Such a transverse drift is familiar from the motion of a
charged particle in an electromagnetic field plus gravity.

3.4. How realistic is the rolling constraint?

Slipping is prevented as long as the horizontal component of the reaction is kept in
check by the friction:
|R| < µmg.

(7)

Here µ is the dimensionless coefficient of friction.9 In the case of a turntable, substitute
(5) with V = iζ and F = 0 in (1), whereupon (7) reads


d
1+b
I
ζ <
µg.
b
dt
I

Problem 7. Estimate, for what you think are reasonable experimental conditions, how fast you
can drive the turntable and still avoid slipping.
For b
I ≈ 2/5, µ ≈ 1/3, | dtd ζ | ≈ 50 cm/sec, || is allowed to be 2π · 3.6 Hz, or 3 ∼ 4 turns/sec.

9 A handy way to estimate µ between an object and a surface is to tilt the surface. µ is tan of the angle at
which the object starts slipping down.
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3.5. Error of the model when the rolling constraint fails.
As a typical situation, consider a ball crossing a discontinuity
of V at t = 0:

V (t ≤ 0, ζ ) = 0,
V (t > 0, ζ ) = const V.
The discontinuity inflicts a shock (R ≈ ∞) and violates the no-slip inequality (7). So
the ball slips starting from t = 0. The relative velocity v between the ball and the floor
at the point of contact is v = dtd ζ + iaω − V . The reaction R is directed against v, i.e.
R = −µmgv/|v|. From these and (1), (2), we find
R
R
I
1+b
v
d
v=
+
=
µg .
b
b
dt
m
|v|
Im
I
Since dtd v is parallel to v, the complex-valued function v has fixed argument:
v(t)/|v(t)| = v(0)/|v(0)| = −V /|V |. The modulus of v evolves as |v(t)| = |V | −
1+b
I
µgt. The ball stops slipping v(t∗ ) = 0 and transits to rolling after time
b
I
b
I |V |
.
1+b
I µg

t∗ =

This is the time the ball takes to adjust to the shock.

Problem 8. Estimate, for reasonable experimental conditions, for how long the ball slips after
entering the turntable.
For a turntable of radius 30cm revolving at  ≈ π Hz, the speed on its rim is |V | ≈ π · 30
cm/sec, so a ball crossing into the turntable slips during
t∗ ≈

π · 30
sec ≈ 0.1 sec.
· 980

2
5

1+

2 1
5 3

Integrating (1) with R = µmgV /|V |,
ζ (t∗ ) = ζ (0) +

d
V t∗2
ζ (0)t∗ + µg
.
dt
|V | 2

Let us compare this against our earlier idealized model where the ball was assumed to
b
adjust instantaneously to the shock. In the idealized model, (5) gives dtd ζ (t) − 1+I bI V =
d
ζ (0), which integrates to
dt
ζ (t∗ ) = ζ (0) +
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Problem 9. Estimate the discrepancy between the realistic ζ (t∗ ) and the idealized ζ (t∗ ).
µg

b
b
I |V |
V t∗2
I
V t∗ =
−
t∗ ≈ 1 cm.
b
|V | 2
1+ I
1+b
I 2

Problem 10. I throw a spinning ball along a (stationary) floor. Taking into account the initial
slipping and the eventual transition to rolling, what does the trajectory look like?
A parabola while slipping, a straight line once rolling; these pieces are joined as a C 1 -curve.

3.6. Digression on scattering. An object defines its scattering operator—how it converts incoming probes to outgoing ones. Inverse problem: knowing the scattering operator, can one reconstruct the shape of the object that is doing the scattering? This
inverse scattering problem is fundamental in life. The only way to gather information
about any object is to scatter something off it. When my eyes see, for example, my
brain is solving a tremendous inverse scattering problem (photons/light waves scatter
off the object and fly into my eyes).
Theorem 1 warns that the inverse scattering problem
is not always solvable. Let us restrict to a class of problems where we scatter particles elastically off the surface
of an immobile rigid body, assuming that the angles of
incidence and reflection are equal.
It is plausible, and true, that the problem admits a
unique solution if the body is convex. For non-convex
bodies, even this rectricted class can fail the uniqueness
of inverse scattering.
Example. (Penrose mushroom.) The arc between the
vertices V1 , V2 is a half-ellipse with foci F1 and F2 . It is
a consequence of the focusing property of an ellipse that
any particle that comes into the mushroom goes out without ever penetrating V1 F1 and F2 V2 . These regions are unprobable10 : whatever shapes
they have cannot show up in the scattering data.
What if we use waves as probes instead of particles? It can be proved that with
waves we recover the uniqueness of solution to the inverse scattering problem, cf. [5,
ch. V].
4. INVARIANT TORUS, ATTRACTOR. The presence of conserved quantities
sometimes restrains the trajectory from escaping to infinity. In a sense, the more
bounded the trajectory, the more it is encouraged to be periodic. A periodic motion
is winding on a circle. A multiply periodic motion—a direct product of periodic
motions—is winding on a torus, which has a doughnut shape.11 In mechanics, a torus
on which the motion is confined is called an invariant torus.
10 Un-probe-able
11 Only
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Apology. (Beginners need not decipher this.) What these notes call invariant torus is
not one in the canonical sense of Hamiltonian systems. The tori I present to the reader
are subsets of the configuration space, not of the cotangent bundle.
4.1. Golfer’s chagrin. Set a ball rolling inside a vertical cylinder; the
cylinder is infinite, gravity is constant pulling downard. What will the
trajectory of the ball look like?
It is tempting to guess a spiral descent. That indeed is the picture for
a slipping particle. Rolling changes the picture qualitatively. The horizontal motion is a uniform revolution about the cylinder’s axis, which
is unsurprising. On the other hand, the vertical motion is weird.
Theorem 2. Vertically the motion of the ball’s center is a harmonic
oscillation.12
This may explain why a golf ball occasionally pops out the hole after it has been
putted.13

The horizontal and vertical components of the motion being both periodic, it is
natural to ask how they are coupled. One measure of coupling is the angle that the ball
sweeps out about the cylinder’s axis per period of the vertical oscillation. A priori, this
angle should be a function of the initial conditions and the parameters such as mass,
radii,√gravity, . . . . Curiously, it turns out to be a constant independent of all these, equal
to π 14. That is, as the ball oscillates down and up, it makes 2 full revolutions minus
a bit.14
Variants. We can imagine rolling the ball on the outside of the cylinder, or while
driving the cylinder to spin at some constant angular speed. Both variants produce
new physical
effects. But each resulting motion is a product of two periodic motions,
√
and π 14 is still there.
Memo. This problem is unusual
ratio of frequencies of the component
√ in that the
√
periodic motions is frozen at π 14/2π = 7/2 for all invariant tori, in all its variants,
instead of varying from one torus to another. It is unsual in a further aspect. Coriolis
force is familiar from textbooks. This problem involves Coriolis torque.
Rigor for an applied mathematician consists in testing the model—an issue about
which a pure mathematician is liable to be unrigorous. Here the rolling constraint
passes the test as in 3.4. In the inequality (7), the upper bound is replaced by µ ×
centrifugal force. The issue is less rolling than dissipation, of which one mechanism
is elastic hysteresis: bodies in contact dent each other’s surface, and suffer power loss
12 Theorem 2 probably dates back to the 19th century. The variants below are due to the author and are
discussed in [4].
13 Americans are apt to be reminded of a basketball, which rides a hoop and pops off. This is different. The
basketball’s center does not sink below the hoop, whereas the golf ball sinks wholly below the horizon yet can
pop up again.
14 7 is apparent in 14, and this 7 disguises 2/5.
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from the denting/undenting cycle. This tiny dissipation decelerates the ball, hence diminishes the centrifugal force, in the long run violating (7). Another mechanism is differential slip, as in Problem 4: visualize a ball advancing in a dented groove. Though
geometrically amusing, this dissipation is even tinier than the hysterical dissipation.
In practice, the vertical oscillation of the ball drifts downward owing to dissipation,
and the experiment finishes when the ball detaches from the cylinder or hits the bottom.
I reproduce a pair of experimental photographs from [4]: on the left, the ball thrown
into the cylinder pops out; on the right, it manages to oscillate twice before hitting the
bottom.

4.2. Spinning tube. For the next experiment, we need a couple of tubes. On the ends
of each tube I affix orange and black marks.15

I pinch down one end of the tube, the tube launches into a whizzing rotational motion. Watching the moving tube from above, we see orange spots after some launches,
black spots after others. What causes one of the ends to be more visible than the other?
And the plot thickens. On one tube, we see 4 spots, independently of the details of the
launch. On the other tube, we see 3 spots. Why 4? Why 3?

Problem 11. Try the experiment. Hollow tubes made of light, smooth material such as plastic
work best.
15 We refer to ‘orange end’ and ‘black end’ for brevity, but the ends are not collared in colors; a color mark
is affixed to just one location on each end, while most of the end is left uncolored.
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Theorem 3. The orange [resp. black] spots show up if at the launch one pinched
down the orange [resp. black] end, and the tube that shows n spots has the aspect
ratio length/diameter of n.16
I sketch a 0th-order analysis, then refine it to the full analysis.
We have a superposition of 2 motions: revolution (about
the vertical axis passing through the tube’s center) plus spin
(about the tube’s axis). Suppose, once for all, that I launch the
tube by pinching down the black end. The orange end moves
with forward revolution plus top spin, a large velocity, whereas
the black end moves with forward revolution minus back spin,
a small velocity. To the inertial observer, the end I pinched down is moving slower
while the other end is moving faster. The color we see is the color on the slow end.
This crude analysis falls short of completely persuasive. Why should we see the
slow end better than the fast end? Perhaps the difference ought to be that the fast end
shows more spots than the slow end?
Now for the refined analysis, which simultaneously clarifies the mystery of 4 or 3.
At the launch, with uncontrolled initial conditions, the
tube is in general slipping. But the slipping gets braked by
friction and it soon transits to rolling (cf. 3.4, 3.5). Once
rolling, the system dissipates little energy and the tube goes
into a tilted steady state, the black end up, the orange end
down.17 The point of contact traces a large circle on the
floor. On this large circle rolls a small circle, which is
the cross-section of the tube. Say the small circle rolls n turns on the large circle.
n is the ratio of the diameter of the large circle to that of the small circle, and if the tilt
angle is small, this ratio is nearly the aspect ratio length/diameter of the tube.
It gets prettier. Recalling that the tilt is nonzero after all, let us place an imaginary
ceiling, in contact with the tube from above. The tube’s motion has an up-down symmetry. As it is rolling on the floor, so is it on the ceiling. Rolling means that at each
instant the point of contact has the same velocity as the ceiling, which is 0. I mumbled
about the black end moving slower, but never mind ‘slower’: each of the n times the
black mark contacts the ceiling and faces the observer, it is actually at rest—that is
why we see so clearly the spots, the arrested images of the color mark.18
Problem 12. If you use a tube of aspect ratio (4 + ) : 1, you see 4 spots precessing forward.
A (4 − ) : 1 tube shows 4 spots precessing backward. What if you use a tube of half-integer
aspect ratio, such as 3 21 : 1?

Comment. As with the golf ball, the steady state of this spinning tube lives on an
invariant torus, the component periodic motions being revolution and spin. But this
problem is even more unusual. For almost every initial condition, the dynamics is dissipative (slipping). This dissipative dynamics brings the trajectory to the non-dissipative
(rolling) invariant torus, which is a global attractor. In smooth dynamical systems, the
approach to an attractor is generically an exponentially asymptotic one. In the spinning
16 I

wish I had shown this trick to V. I. Arnold.
the end I pinch down goes up is easy to prove from the gyroscopic effect. Check it experimentally.
18 The trajectory of the black [resp. orange] mark is a cycloid with n bulges down [resp. up] and n cusps up
[resp. down], hanging under [resp. standing over] the ceiling [resp. floor]. At each cusp the horizontal velocity,
i.e. the velocity projected to the bird’s-eye view of the observer, vanishes.
17 That
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tube, the trajectory lands on the invariant torus in finite time, and once on the torus, the
trajectory winds around it at a frozen ratio of frequencies, which is determined by the
tube’s geometry alone, independently of any dynamical information. For a resonant
(rational) aspect ratio, we observe stationary spots. These spots are lighthouse flashes
sent to us from a resonant invariant torus.
5. FINITE-TIME SINGULARITY. The title of this section agitates people. Since
Newton, people have assumed that nature is modeled by differential equations.19 People also assume that for a natural differential equation, the solution (i) exists, (ii) is
unique, and (iii) continues to exist and to be unique for infinite time (determinism).
When any of (i), (ii), (iii) fails, people are expected to find it unexpected.
We witness in this section that (iii) can easily fail in rolling phenomena. In the next
section we explore failures of (i) and (ii) in phenomena involving friction.
On the face of it, the failure of (iii) seems hardly in line with the tendency, advertised
earlier, of rolling phenomena to produce periodicity. The clue is in the point of contact.
Rolling is innocuous kinematically,20 i.e. as a pure mathematical motion without regard to the physics. In contrast, the condition at the point of contact can be troublesome
dynamically,21 i.e. when physical forces and such must be accommodated, especially
when the masses collectively converge on the point of contact.
5.1. Hopping hoop.

Attach a point weight atop a weightless hoop, and push off slightly. The hoop starts
rolling under the weight. We constrain the hoop to roll, upright in the vertical plane.
What will happen?
When the hoop has rolled by π/2, it hops off the ground.
[8] elicited a storm in a teacup by claiming the above. The accurate claim is that at
π/2 the ground’s reaction vanishes—the hoop is levitating—so that the tiniest disturbance can lift the hoop away from the ground.
In any event, it is possible to prove that something must happen sooner or later.
Problem 13. Suppose the hoop could roll by π, all the way so that the attached weight comes
into contact with the ground. What would happen to the energy?
At that instant, the weight has zero velocity (rolling constraint), so the kinetic energy of the
system becomes 0; the weight is at its lowest position, so the potential energy is 0, too: total
energy = 0. But initially there was a lot of potential energy: total energy > 0. How about the
variant where this experiment is done horizontally?

19 cf. Newton’s anagram to Leibniz: 6accdae13eff7i3l9n4o4qrr4s8t12vx = data aequatione quotcunque
fluentes quantitates involvente fluxiones invenire et vice versa. u and v are viewed as the same (they used to be
variant forms of the same letter, in medieval Latin u being written in the middle and v at the head of a word,
and the vowel/constant distinction is not attested until the 14th century) and t’s are miscounted.
20 κιν η̂µα = motion, movement.
21 δ ύναµις = force, power.
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Reassurance. The phenomenon relies critically on the rolling constraint. How do we
enforce it throughout the motion? One workable toy model would be a cogwheel.
5.2. Shuddering hoop. When a coin drops on a table, it
usually tumbles and wobbles, and
..
.
zz

z

z

z
z

emits a rising sound as it shudders to a halt. It sounds like something is diverging—a
finite-time singularity.
A saucer, a glass, an upside-down glass, a bracelet, . . . anything with a round rim
exhibits the same behavior.
Problem 14. Try the experiment. A lid of a pot works fairly well.

For the purposes of analysis, the minimalist specimen would be a hoop.
The best-known example of finite-time singularity is
a bouncing ball. With the coefficient of restitution < 1,
the ball comes to a halt in finite time, having bounced
infinitely many times, as the inter-bounce frequency diverges.22 The example is discrete and 1-dimensional.
Metaphorically, if one unfurls the bouncing ball continuously in 2 dimensions, it becomes a shuddering hoop.
Assuming the energy conserved, Korteweg and Appell published in 1899 a complete analysis of the hoop
in terms of hypergeometric functions.23 For the sound to rise, the energy needs to be
gradually dissipated. Their analysis is readily adapted to the dissipative scenario: treat
the energy as a parameter and bring it down to 0 in a physically sensible manner, and
study how the parametric solution responds.
What is diverging? The point of contact traces a circle on the table, and circulates
on this circle faster and faster. It is this circulation speed that diverges, and the accompanying grating on the table that emits the rising sound. Mind you, what circulates is
a geometric condition, not a material particle, and there is nothing wrong (e.g. relativistically) with the speed of such an immaterial condition, carrying no information,
diverging to ∞.24
What dissipates the energy? The point of contact is also the point of pressure. As
it circulates, the hoop excites packets of elastic wave (phonons) on the table, which
send energy away; one can touch the table and feel the vibrations. Though the sound
too sends energy away into the air, its rate of dissipation is not great. To check that
phonons do the bulk of the dissipation, repeat the experiment on an efficient absorber
of elastic energy, e.g. your hand. The dissipation is instantaneous.

22 Observation

due to Leonardo da Vinci.
[1, ch. XXI art. 411].
24 Physicists learn examples of phase velocities diverging while the group velocity remains finite. Our
example is more elementary. There is a chestnut that, if Physical Review pursues the current rate of expansion,
soon its volumes will be filling library shelves faster than the speed of light, yet this does not violate the
principle of relativity, because by that time these volumes will be carrying no information.
23 cf.
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An approximation in terms of trigonometric functions becomes possible provided we
proceed ‘adiabatically’ from a steady state. A
hoop is rolling as depicted. In steady state
d2
φ = 0,
dt 2

d
θ = 0,
dt

d
ω = 0;
dt

the rolling condition is aω = −b dtd φ.
Problem 15. Find the energy E and the size of the angular momentum L, and derive

 d 2
1
2b + a sin θ
φ = g tan θ.
2
dt
Accept the results on trust unless you enjoy Tripos-esque calculations.
s


2
 2
1 2
d
1
b d
2
2
2
E = m b + a cos θ
φ + mga cos θ, L = ma
cos2 θ +
φ.
4
dt
4
a dt
The desired equation follows on considering the component of the floor’s reaction along the axis
perpendicular to the plane of the hoop.

As the hoop flattens cos θ → 0 and b → 0, we deduce dtd φ → ∞. E and L remain
finite, in fact they are brought down to 0 by dissipation; for this it suffices to tune
cos θ, b → 0 to occur at a sharper rate than dtd φ → ∞.
6. THERE’S THE RUB. So much for variables that blow up; examples could go
on, and the readers are invited to devise their own. The situation gets worse, or more
interesting, as we broach the subject of friction.
6.1. Rigid body and friction. With what force must
I pull the table of weight W in order to set it moving?
It is a matter of common observation that the friction to be overcome to get a body slipping (static friction) differs from the force required to keep it slipping (kinetic friction). Accordingly
experimentalists distinguish between two coefficients of friction, µs (until the body
slips) and µk (after and while it slips). In practice, we have µk < µs . The difference
between µs and µk for common contacts ranges over 10 ∼ 20%.25
The question above leads to different answers, depending on different orderings of
the argument.
(0) Suppose the table ideally rigid. The friction on the front legs, on which half of
the weight is resting, is overcome at the same time as the friction on the hind legs, on
which the other half of the weight is resting. Answer: µs W2 + µs W2 .
() Suppose more realistically that the table has a slight elasticity, represented by a parameter . µs W2 gets the front legs slipping, yet for a short while the hind legs stay at rest, reprieved by
the elasticity. The friction on the hind legs is overcome at µs W2 ,
25 This is a slippery area of science. [3, ch. 12, sec. 2] says, ‘Many people believe that [static friction
exceeds kinetic friction], but with dry metals it is very hard to show any difference.’ Consult [2].
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by that instant the friction on the front legs has fallen to µk W2 . The total at that instant is
µs W2 + µk W2 . This answer is independent of the elasticity , however small, provided
it is nozero. Therefore
Theorem 4.
lim answer  6 = answer 0.

→0

Well then, what is a ‘rigid body’? In phenomena involving contact, friction, etc., it
cannot be the idealized limit of an elastic body whose elasticity has been reduced to 0.
6.2. Non-existence, non-uniqueness phenomena. We learn at school a law of friction: when two bodies are pressed against each other with a normal force N , the friction
between them is µN (the coefficient µ may have two values as in 6.1). Thus the friction does not depend on the slipping velocity, except in deciding the direction, which
points opposite to it.26
Problem 16. A rectangular block of sides a < b < c, of mass m, is placed on a horizontal plane
with coefficient of friction µ. On which face is the friction maximal/minimal?
The pressure depends on which face one places the block. The friction is the same µmg on all
faces.

I emphasize that this law, which has a long pedigree since Coulomb, is empirically
quite accurate and is employed successfully in industry. Nevertheless we shall now see
that, taken seriously as a mathematical statement, it is incompatible with the determinism of classical mechanics.

A pendulum is pivoted at a tube, the tube being able to move along a horizontal bar
with coefficient of friction µ. The rod of the pendulum is massless, the bob has the
same mass as the tube. As the pendulum swings, it transmits a variable force on the
tube; depending on the force, the tube slips on the bar or not, and that feeds back into
the swinging of the pendulum.
Theorem 5. There is an open set of initial conditions for which no solution exists, and
an open set of initial conditions for which the solution is not unique.27
26 ‘[· · · ]

the reason for this form of the law is not really understood.’ [3, loc. cit.]
5 is due to Painlevé, cf. [1, ch. XIX art. 375].

27 Theorem
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The governing equations are as follows. For linear momentum,
d2
d2
(x
+
`
cos
θ)
+
x = Rx
dt 2
dt 2
d2
` sin θ = R y + 2g,
dt 2

(8)
(9)

and for angular momentum about the rod’s midpoint (which is the center of mass of
bob plus tube),
`
`2 d2
θ = − (R y cos θ − Rx sin θ ).
2
2 dt
2

(10)

The components of the reaction R are related between them by
Rx = −σ µR y

(11)

where σ is the sign chosen + 1 or − 1 so as to make σ

d
x · R y > 0.
dt

Using (11), eliminate Rx among (8), (9), (10) and solve the resulting 3 equations
2
2
for the 3 unknowns R y , dtd 2 x, dtd 2 θ . We find


d
θ
(1 + cos θ + σ µ sin θ cos θ)R y = −`
dt
2

(we shall not need the expressions for
x(0) arbitrary,

2
d2
x, dtd 2 θ ).
dt 2

0 < θ(0) < π/2,

d
dt

2

sin θ − 2g

(12)

We give the initial conditions
x(0) and

d
θ (0)
dt

arbitrary.

Suppose µ large enough that 1 + cos θ(0) − µ sin θ (0) cos θ (0) < 0. Then by virtue
of (12),
2

d
x(0) > 0 =⇒ impossible to choose σ to satisfy (11)
dt
d
x(0) < 0 =⇒ choice of σ in (11) ambiguous
dt

(non-existence),
(non-uniqueness).

Problem 17. How large µ is ‘large enough’? Does µ of that magnitude seem realizable in daily
life?
√
µ > 2 2. Such a large coefficient of friction is difficult to realize experimentally. In daily-life
situations µ is typically 0 ∼ 1/2.

When I told A. Ruina about Theorem 5, he replied
‘That’s like jamming’, and taught me a simpler example. This time the tube climbs without friction up
an inclined bar, while the bob slips with friction, coefficient µ, along the floor. The rod is rigid.
When the rod-to-vertical angle reaches arctan µ,
the system jams.
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7. WHICH WAY WILL THEY ROLL? The final phenomenon we investigate is a kind of phase
transition. Phase transitions of popular kinds—
condensation, vaporization, freezing, melting, magnetization, etc.—implicate an enormous number of
degrees of freedom. This one requires a dozen balls
and a Petri dish.28 Since I do not own a Petri dish, I
substitute a soup bowl, and I use cedar balls, which
seem about the right size.29
Swirl the dish. This means that all points of the dish are translated in parallel in
circular orbits, whereas the dish as a whole does not rotate.
Problem 18. While swirling the dish, put a few balls in. They circulate, driven by the dish. Next
put more balls in. Again they circulate inside the dish. In which direction?
With few balls, their circulation is in the same direction as swirling, as expected. With more
balls, in the opposite direction.

It is reminiscent of a gas condensing to a liquid. Put in many more balls, and they
freeze solid.30
Problem 19. Figure out what is happening.

We have been investigating a class of phenomena, pertaining to
rolling. The readers may reproach many unrealistic approaches in
these notes, but the most unrealistic of all was that I have recorded
only ‘hits’. It is only when one shadows other people’s theories
that hits are guaranteed; if one is trying to find one’s own things,
9 out of 10 trials will be ‘misses’. But as long as one keeps one’s flair switched on,
one can guide misses, and from both misses and hits emerge some interwoven motifs,
which may grow into a theory.
Problem ∞. Look for a class of phenomena of your own, and investigate them.

28 I

learnt this trick from P. Palffy-Muhoray, who tells me he had learnt it from I. Rehberg.
how many experiments smell nice?
30 I thank L. Willis for lending a hand in the photographs throughout these notes.
29 Besides,
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The summer school provided plenty of opportunity for formal and informal interaction between speakers and
participants: here we see Tadashi Tokieda, John Conway, Don Zagier, and Etiene Ghys in action.
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